
IMAP is pleased to announce that Neele-Vat Logistics B.V. (“Neele-
Vat”), a leading logistics service provider, has acquired OCIL
Nederland B.V. (“OCIL”), a high-end freight forwarding, and value-
add logistics service provider. The acquisition further strengthens
Neele-Vat’s transport and logistics network.

OCIL is a freight forwarding company offering worldwide ocean-,
air-, rail- and road- logistics, warehousing and European
distribution services. The company offers tailor-made solutions for
different freight types, including consumer goods, chemicals,
industrial goods, oils, and conditioned goods. OCIL has a strong
reputation as a reliable and committed forwarding company with a
seasoned management team and over 50 years of combined
experience in the transport and logistics market.

Neele-Vat has completed multiple acquisitions over the last few
years, and the acquisition of OCIL is in line with its strategy to
increase scale and improve its transport and logistics network and
service offering.

IMAP Netherlands continues to showcase its experience, expertise,
and proven track-record in the transport and logistics market,
leveraging its knowledge of the most recent trends and
developments in the sector. The IMAP Netherlands team,
consisting of Remco Schouten and Wouter Mostert, advised and
supported the two managing shareholders of OCIL on the sale to
Neele-Vat throughout the entire transaction process.
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IMAP is an International Mergers and Acquisitions Partnership, with 450 M&A professionals and a presence in 43 countries. IMAP has
closed over 2,100 transactions valued at $90 billion in the last 10 years and is consistently ranked among the world’s top ten M&A advisors
for mid-market transactions (Refinitiv). IMAP advises primarily mid-sized companies and their shareholders on sales and acquisitions
globally, providing clients with entrepreneurial, unbiased advice and successfully helping them achieve their objectives.
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